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       I got my degree in rhetoric. 
~Alex Borstein

Every comic is really a frustrated rock star. 
~Alex Borstein

Television and film acting is really fun because you are working with
other people and you are not completely responsible for the outcome of
the project. 
~Alex Borstein

Never try to fit a target audience. Write what is true to the characters in
their settings and the audience will find you. 
~Alex Borstein

I think I was born because my parents had two boys and wanted to give
it one more go and try for a girl... they got me instead. 
~Alex Borstein

My biggest fear is the ocean. It's a great big, powerful sea toilet. 
~Alex Borstein

I'm still auditioning and doing other movie parts, but I really like the
developing and the writing. You have more control over your destiny. 
~Alex Borstein

I think all shows change as they age as do the people who make the
shows. As do the people who watch the shows. All targets are moving. 
~Alex Borstein

I am a fan of whatever makes me laugh my ass off. If it happens to be a
Jew joke, then it's a Jew joke. 
~Alex Borstein
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I think this [Feels like Christmas] is one of the greatest, most unsung
albums ever. It's Cyndi Lauper, and it's called Hat Full Of Stars. She's
so underrated. 
~Alex Borstein

If for no other reason than it's just fun to watch people age, and it's fun
to watch what happened to '80s hairdos and outfits, and what they look
like now. 
~Alex Borstein

I have no point in my system or morals where I say, 'This is too far'. 
~Alex Borstein

I have always been a HUGE Star Wars fan since I was like 5 years old.
Most of us in the writers room at Family Guy were big nerds growing up
and could recite almost any scene from Star Wars. 
~Alex Borstein
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